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Author’s response to reviews:

Editor Comments:

1) Please include all authors' email addresses.

Jing Gan          Email: ganjing@xinhuamed.com.cn
Ying Wan          Email: wanying@xinhuamed.com.cn
Junjie Shi        Email: cynthia714@126.com
Mingzhu Zhou      Email: estherzhoumz@aliyun.com
Zhiyin Lou        Email: louzhiyin@xinhuamed.com.cn
Zhenguo Liu       Email: liuzhenguo@xinhuamed.com.cn

2) Please edit manuscript so it follows BMC Neurology submission guidelines.
We followed BMC Neurology guidelines.

Reviewer reports:

Yi-Cheng Tai (Reviewer 1): The manuscript is much revised.

Here is one more suggestion:

Abstract:

"Total time span from earliest initial symptoms to present was similar" can be placed in the back of "Patients suffering …. post-motor sign' group."

Thanks for the reviewer. We have changed.